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ABC-CLIO Adds American Government Video Learning Modules
Expanded multimedia library provides expert insight into the political process

Santa Barbara, Calif. (June 29, 2015) – ABC-CLIO Solutions, an award-winning digital curriculum resource, adds more
than 250 new Course Essentials video learning modules to its American Government database. These new resources join
the more than 300 video modules already available.
“The American government is in the national spotlight every day, so it’s important for students to have a complete
understanding for how it works,” said Becky Snyder, ABC-CLIO President. “ABC-CLIO’s Course Essentials video learning
modules provide interactive introductions and summaries on government topics presented in a format that is easy for
students to understand and retain.”
The American Government database explores all three branches of government, how the government was founded,
domestic and foreign policy, political and economic systems and state and local government. ABC-CLIO is one of the first
publishers in the education industry to create comprehensive video modules with direct instruction from key faculty.
The modules are professionally produced and include supplemental resources to expand students’ understanding of
social studies, science and English language arts topics.
“The Course Essentials video modules offer students a new way to engage with and understand the government that
affects their daily lives,” said Lex Anne Seifert, Middle School Language Arts Teacher at The Winston School. “With
informed insights about the American government garnered through these multimedia assets, students can take that
knowledge and apply it across the curriculum.”
Visit ABC-CLIO at booth 814 in San Francisco during the ALA Annual Conference to see the new video modules in action
as well as other innovative instructional features from ABC-CLIO Solutions. For more information about ABC-CLIO
Solutions, visit http://www.abc-clio.com/ABC-CLIOSolutions.aspx.
About ABC-CLIO Solutions
ABC-CLIO Solutions is an online resource that offers authoritative, up-to-date coverage of essential topics in U.S. history
and government, world history, geography, and a range of multicultural and popular culture subjects. Created
specifically for students in middle and high school, higher education, and public library settings, the suite of 15 online
databases provides comprehensive, authoritative reference content, gives students a deeper understanding of
coursework, and offers critical thinking explorations of more than 500 scholarly dilemmas that challenge students to
think critically and reach their own conclusions. Learn more at http://www.abc-clio.com/ABC-CLIOSolutions.aspx.
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